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By J. S. Fletcher

Resurrected Press. Paperback. Condition: New. 298 pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x 5.5in. x 0.7in.When
an elderly pawnbroker is murdered in the London parish of Paddington, a young, down on his luck
writer is accused of the crime. But then its found the pawnbroker had had in his possession an
extraordinary South African diamond worth over eighty-thousand pounds -- a diamond thats now
missing. It falls to Melky Rubenstein to unravel the mystery and prove the young mans innocence.
But what is the significance of the Spanish manuscript What part do the Chinese medical students
play And what about the mysterious Mr. Mori Yada Find the answers in The Orange-Yellow
Diamond! This classic book was edited by Resurrected Press. Resurrected Press is dedicated to
bringing high quality classic books back to the readers who enjoy them. These are not scanned
versions of the originals, but, rather, quality checked and edited books meant to be enjoyed! Please
search Amazon for Resurrected Press to find both print and Kindle editions of all of our books! This
item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN.
Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

Complete information for publication fans. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. Its been written in an extremely
straightforward way in fact it is just soon after i finished reading this ebook in which basically altered me, change the way i believe.
-- Ellie Stark-- Ellie Stark

This book might be worthy of a go through, and a lot better than other. it had been writtern really properly and helpful. You may like just how the author
write this publication.
-- Prof. Mattie Beatty-- Prof. Mattie Beatty
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